
Fritz Wolf GmbH 
Bohlstr. 40
72664 Kohlberg

Phone: +49 7025 2041
E-mail: verkauf@friwo-kohlberg.de

17 injection machines

- Injection weights ranging from 0.1 g
 through to 105 g
- Clamping forces ranging from 25 tons
 through to 50 tons

 
packaging facilities

- Product line packaging facilities with
 only 4 different items
- Pouch packaging facilities with tab
 flaps / label affixing

automated production

Benefit from our long-standing know-how
as well as modern, automated production 
facilities.

feel free to contact us!
we like a new challenge.

www.friwo-kohlberg.de

PLASTICS PROCESSING

PLASTICS ARE
OUR THING 
custom-made plastic for
your products and projects



Fritz Wolf GmbH offers a full range of curtain rail accessories. But 
that‚s not all!

We have evolved into a specialist for small plastic parts. From gears 
for products in the furniture industry and plastic parts for medical 
technology through to highly complex small technical parts for 
electrical engineering, we make anything that can conceivably
be made out of plastic in the small parts field.

It is not just by chance that our traditional family-owned
company has made this transition to plastic injection
moulding specialist beyond Germany’s borders. It is
thanks to the specific requirements and individual
solutions that drive us every day.

custom-made from a single source

FriWo offers you the complete value chain for small plastic parts from
a single source. From small batches to large series.

consulting and design
You outline your problem or your expectations and we develop and
test the ideal economic and technical solution for you.

tool-making
It often all comes down to the perfect tool, which we manufacture 
with long-standing partners and over 60 years of know-how. We 
work closely with you to develop it, from design right through to 
completion.

production
We turn numerous tons of different plastics into intermediate 
and end products every year. 14 modern injection molding
machines manufacture them in fully-automated processes 
with strict quality control. 

packaging and logistics
High-tech packing machines allow us to sort, collect,
and pack your products. Your plastic molded parts are 
stored in our warehouses or delivered just-in-time
directly to your production line.

SPECIALISTS IN
PLASTIC-INJECTION 
MOULDING
with innovative talent and versatility


